This article discusses nonconforming finite element methods for convex minimization problems and systematically derives dual mixed formulations. Duality relations lead to simple error estimates that avoid an explicit treatment of nonconformity errors. A reconstruction formula provides the discrete solution of the dual problem via a simple postprocessing procedure which implies a strong duality relation and is of interest in a posteriori error estimation. The framework applies to differentiable and nonsmooth problems, examples include p-Laplace, total-variation regularized, and obstacle problems. Numerical experiments illustrate advantages of nonconforming over standard conforming methods.
Introduction
Mixed finite element methods as introduced in [44, 16] provide an attractive framework to approximate partial differential equations in divergence form since they lead to accurate approximations of fluxes. For the Poisson problem it is well understood that a close connection of mixed methods to nonconforming methods exists, cf. [40, 3] . This is of practical interest since mixed finite element methods require the solution of saddle-point problems while nonconforming methods lead to positive definite linear systems. Moreover, the nonconforming Crouzeix-Raviart element of [25] has proved to be particularly robust and flexible to provide accurate approximations for Stokes equations [33] , for nearly incompressible Navier-Lamé equations [35] , and for singular minimizers related to the Lavrentiev phenomenon in the calculus of variations [42] . Another useful feature is that the element is suitable to compute reliable lower bounds for eigenvalue problems [2, 20] . Further aspects of the Crouzeix-Raviart element are addressed in [18] . In this article we show that the relation to mixed methods applies to a large class of convex minimization problems provided an appropriate discretization is used. From a discrete duality relation we derive quasi-optimal error estimates for the modified discretizations, show that they apply to various nonlinear partial differential equations and variational inequalities, and illustrate the theoretical findings via simulations for certain singular limit settings. The results of this article are inspired by recent work on quasi-optimal convergence rates for nonconforming approximations of total-variation regularized problems in [23] . where λ is the Lagrange multiplier related to the divergence constraint. One directly verifies that λ = u.
1.2. Mixed and nonconforming methods. A low order finite element discretization of the dual problem uses the Raviart-Thomas finite element space RT 0 N (T h ) that contains certain piecewise linear vector fields whose distributional divergence is given by a piecewise constant function and which have vanishing normal component on Γ N . In the quadratic case with φ(s) = |s| 2 /2 and φ * (t) = |t| 2 /2, corresponding to the Poisson problem, the numerical method determines a uniquely defined vector field z h ∈ RT 0 N (T h ) and an elementwise constant function u h ∈ L 0 (T h ) that solve (1) (z h , y h ) + (u h , div y h ) = 0, (div z h , v h ) = −(f, v h ) for all (y h , v h ) ∈ RT 0 N (T h )×L 0 (T h ), where (·, ·) denotes the L 2 inner product of functions or vector fields with associated norm · . The low order nonconforming approximation of the primal problem uses the Crouzeix-Raviart finite element space S 1,cr D (T h ) of piecewise linear functions that are continuous at midpoints of sides of elements and vanish at the midpoints of sides belonging to Γ D . It provides a nonconforming approximation of the Sobolev space W 1,2 D (Ω). With the piecewise application of the gradient operator denoted by ∇ h we have that the discrete solution u h ∈ S 1,cr
for all v h ∈ S 1,cr D (T h ). It has been shown in [40] that the solutions z h and u h are related via
on every element T ∈ T h with midpoint x T ∈ T , provided that f h = Π h,0 f is the L 2 projection of f onto L 0 (T h ). Moreover, it follows that
Hence, the solution of the mixed finite element method can entirely be determined by the solution of the nonconforming discretization and vice versa. We show that the relations can be generalized and that a modification of the dual problem simplifies the second equation.
1.3. Generalized reconstruction. We consider the nonconforming discretization of the primal problem given by the minimization of
in the set of all u h ∈ S 1,cr D (T h ). Solutions satisfy
for all v h ∈ S 1,cr D (T h ). The systematically obtained discretization of the dual problem consists in maximizing the discrete functional
The existence of a solution z h follows from surjectivity properties of the divergence operator restricted to RT 0 N (T h ). In contrast to consistent discretizations of the dual problem, here the operator Π h,0 is included in defining D h leading to discrete duality relations. It does not limit the coercivity properties of the problem since for divergence-free vector fields in RT 0 (T h ) we have that Π h,0 y h = y h . In fact, including the operator Π h,0 has the interpretation of using quadrature which makes the numerical realization substantially easier. By imposing the divergence constraint via a Lagrange multiplier u h one finds that optimal pairs (z h , u h ) ∈ RT 0 N (T h ) × L 0 (T h ) satisfy the mixed formulation of the dual problem
We claim that we have
To see this, let z h and u h denote the right-hand sides of the asserted identities for z h and u h . We have that
Hence, for all v h ∈ S 1,cr
where we used an integration-by-parts formula for products of Raviart-Thomas vector fields and gradients of Crouzeix-Raviart functions. Since div( z h − z h )| T = 0 for every T ∈ T h , this identity implies that z h − z h ∈ RT 0 N (T h ) and in particular that z h ∈ RT 0 N (T h ). Using that [Dφ * ] −1 = Dφ we find that Dφ * (Π h,0 z h ) = ∇ h u h . Since u h coincides with the elementwise average of u h this implies that
Hence, we see that ( z h , u h ) solves the mixed finite element formulation and in case of uniqueness coincides with the pair (z h , u h ). The crucial identity (2) also implies the important duality relation I h (u h ) = D h (z h ). It is also possible to construct the solution u h of the nonconforming discretization from the pair (z h , u h ) solving the mixed formulation of the dual problem. One directly verifies that this is given by
for every T ∈ T h and all x ∈ T . The reconstruction formulas are related to discrete Lagrange functionals, e.g.,
and imply weak and strong discrete duality principles. We note that related reconstructions in the case of the p-Laplace problem have been identified in [38] .
1.4. Error estimates. The discrete duality relation I h (u h ) ≥ D h (z h ) provides a natural way to derive error estimates. With a coercivity functional σ I h that measures strong convexity properties of I h , we have for a minimizing u h that
Noting that − div I RT z = f h and using an integration-by-parts formula show that
Fenchel's inequality implies that the integrand is nonnegative and vanishes if ∇ h I cr u = Dφ * (Π h,0 I RT z). The identity ∇ h I cr u = Π h,0 ∇u in combination with Jensen's inequality, the duality relation I(u) = D(z), and an integration by parts using − div z = f lead to
Finally, using convexity of φ * , i.e.,
and the relation ∇u = Dφ * (z) lead to the general error estimate
In case of a Lipschitz continuous mapping Dφ * and a regularity property z ∈ W 1,2 (Ω; R d ) we directly deduce a linear convergence rate for δ h . The estimate and conceptual approach apply however to a significantly larger class of variational problems including nonsmooth problems. We remark that the same upper bound is obtained for the error in approximating the dual variable, i.e., for σ 2 D h (z h , I RT z). The error estimate can be improved by incorporating strong convexity properties of φ * . For the Poisson problem the derivation then corresponds to the estimates
i.e., the discretization error related to the nonconforming discretization with the Crouzeix-Raviart element is controlled by the interpolation error for approximating the flux variable in the Raviart-Thomas finite element space.
By making use of interpolation estimates and the triangle inequality this estimate implies the well known error estimate
The derivation given here circumvents the use of a Strang lemma, cf. [19] , or the decomposition of functions as in [34] , to control nonconformity errors. Another application of duality relations arises in a posteriori error estimates for conforming discretizations [45, 17] . If u c h ∈ W 1,p D (Ω) is a conforming approximation of the exact solution u then we have, assuming for simplicity that f = f h so that I h = I and D h = D on the discrete spaces, that for all
By Fenchel's inequality the integrand on the right-hand side is nonnegative and vanishes if the optimality condition ∇u c h = Dφ * (z h ) holds which can in general not be satisfied on the discrete level. The optimal choice of z h solves the discrete dual problem which by the arguments given above is obtained via solving the nonconforming discretization and using the reconstructed flux
For the Poisson problem we deduce the estimate
. The error estimator η(u c h , u h ) is also efficient, which an application of the triangle inequality and the equivalence of the conforming and nonconforming method in case of the Poisson problem show, cf. [18] .
1.5.
Outline. The article is organized as follows. We collect various relevant facts about Crouzeix-Raviart and Raviart-Thomas finite element spaces in Section 2. In Section 3 we present a general theory leading to an error estimate for differentiable convex minimization problems and a general flux reconstruction formula. Nonsmooth problems including a quadratic obstacle problem, a total-variation regularized problem, and an infinity Laplace problem require certain modifications and are discussed in Section 4. In preparation of numerical experiments we devise iterative algorithms for the practical realization in Section 5. The results of various numerical experiments that reveal certain advantages of nonconforming methods are presented in Section 6.
Finite element spaces
Throughout what follows we let (T h ) h>0 be a sequence of regular triangulations of the bounded polyhedral Lipschitz domain Ω ⊂ R d into triangles or tetrahedra for d = 2 and d = 3, respectively. We let P k (T ) denote the set of polynomials of maximal total degree k on T ∈ T h and define the set of discontinuous, elementwise polynomial functions or vector fields
The parameter h > 0 refers to the maximal mesh-size of the triangulation T h . The set of sides of elements is denoted by S h . We let x S and x T denote the midpoints (barycenters) of sides and elements, respectively. The L 2 projection onto piecewise constant functions or vector fields is denoted by
For an elementwise affine function it corresponds to the evaluation at element midpoints. Standard notation is used for Sobolev spaces, in particular
, y · n = 0 on Γ N }. We let BV (Ω) denote space of functions in L 1 (Ω) with finite total variation denoted |Du|(Ω). Most estimates derived below follow from the boundedness of the trace operator tr :
for Lipschitz domains ω ⊂ Ω, functions v ∈ W 1,p (Ω; R ) with mean integral v on ω, and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. We occasionally make use of indicator functionals, which are for sets K ⊂ X are defined by
for every s ∈ X. For details on the properties of finite element methods listed below we refer the reader to [24, 16, 19, 29, 11 ].
2.1. Crouzeix-Raviart finite elements. The Crouzeix-Raviart finite element space of lowest order consists of piecewise affine functions that are continuous at the midpoints of sides of elements, i.e.,
The space provides nonconforming approximations of Sobolev spaces W 1,p (Ω). The elementwise application of the gradient operator to a function v h ∈ S 1,cr (T h ) defines an elementwise constant vector field ∇ h v h via
The subset of functions vanishing at midpoints of boundary sides on Γ D is denoted by
We note that the jump of a function v h ∈ S 1,cr (T h ) over an inner element side S ∈ S h with neighboring elements T − , T + ∈ T h , defined by
for all S, S ∈ S h . The function ϕ S vanishes on elements that do not contain the side S and is continuous with value 1 on S. A quasi-interpolation operator is for v ∈ W 1,p (Ω) defined via
Since I cr is bounded and preserves affine functions and averages of gradients, i.e., ∇ h I cr v = Π h,0 ∇v, we have the estimates
Finally, we note that there exists a linear enriching operator
for 1 ≤ p < ∞, cf. [18] in case p = 2 and Appendix A.1 for p = 2.
2.2.
Raviart-Thomas finite elements. The lowest order Raviart-Thomas finite element space is defined as
Vector fields in RT 0 (T h ) have continuous constant normal components on element sides. The subset of vector fields with vanishing normal component on the Neumann boundary Γ N is defined as
where n denotes the outer unit normal on ∂Ω. A basis of the space RT 0 (T h ) is given by vector fields ψ S , S ∈ S h , supported on adjacent elements with
We have that ψ S | S ·n S = 0 for all sides S = S with unit normal vector n S . If n S is the unit normal vector on S and points from T − into T + then we have ψ S | S · n S = 1. A quasi-interpolation operator is for vector fields z ∈ W 1,1 (Ω; R d ) given by
The operator I RT is bounded on C 0 (Ω; R d ) and we have
and div I RT z = Π h,0 div z for all z ∈ W 1,p (Ω; R d ). The latter property implies that the divergence operator defines a surjection from RT 0
2.3. Orthogonality relations. An elementwise integration by parts implies that for v h ∈ S 1,cr (T h ) and y h ∈ RT 0 (T h ) we have the integration-byparts formula
Here we used that y h has continuous constant normal components on inner element sides and that jumps of v h have vanishing integral mean. If an elementwise constant vector field
for all v h ∈ S 1,cr D (T h ) then its normal components are continuous on inner element sides and vanish on the Γ N , so that it belongs to RT 0 N (T h ). The following elementary identity is used repeatedly.
which proves the asserted equality.
Convex conjugates. Given a proper, convex, and lower semicontinu-
The function φ * is proper, convex, and lower semicontinuous and we have the relations φ * * = φ, s = Dφ * Dφ(s) , where the second identy can be generalized to subdifferentials. We refer the reader to [46] for details and note the Fenchel-Young inequality which states that for s, t ∈ R d we have
with equality if and only if t = Dφ(s). Certain duality relations can be transferred to discretizations of variational problems. We provide a modified version and a different proof of an important formula identified in [23] .
If φ ∈ C 1 (R d ) then equality holds.
Proof. We let L(u h ) and R(u h ) denote the terms on the left-and right-hand side of the asserted inequality and show that R(u h ) ≤ L(u h ). For this, let
Hence, only the midpoint values of z h matter and the supremum is larger if it is taken over elementwise constant vector fields
An integration over Ω and the integration-by-parts formula (4) lead to
can be avoided provided there exists a sequence of regularizations φ ε of φ such that φ ε and φ * ε converge uniformly to φ and φ * on their domains. This applies, e.g., to the truncated regularization φ ε (s) = min{|s| − ε/2, |s| 2 /(2ε)} of the modulus for which we have φ *
General results
We consider the minimization of the abstract functional
. We assume that the convex and measurable integrands
are such that I is bounded from below, coercive, not identical to +∞, and weakly lower semicontinuous so that the direct method in the calculus of variations implies the existence of a solution u ∈ W 1,p D (Ω). The dual problem consists in maximizing the functional
in the space W p N (Ω; div) with p = p/(p − 1) and we assume that a solution exists. We also assume the strong duality relation inf u∈W 1,p D (Ω)
to hold and refer the reader to, e.g., [5, 46] , for conditions leading to this equality. We recall that in this case we have the relations
for solutions u and z, where Dψ stands for the derivative of ψ with respect to the second argument. The derivatives can be replaced by subdifferentials.
3.1. Discrete duality. The discrete primal problem is defined by minimizing the functional
in the nonconforming finite element space S 1,cr D (T h ) with suitable convex approximations ψ h of ψ that are elementwise constant with respect to the first argument. The corresponding discrete dual problem consists in maximizing the functional 
If φ and ψ are differentiable then solutions u h and z h are related via
Moreover, in this case strong duality applies, i.e.,
Proof. We use the duality formula of Proposition 2.2 and exchange extrema, to verify that, indicating by u h , z h arbitrary functions from the spaces
The infimum is eliminated by using the convex conjugate of ψ h , i.e., by noting that
This implies that we have
Assume that φ and ψ are differentiable, let u h be a solution of the primal problem, and let z h be defined as in the proposition. Furthermore,
. Adding these identities and incorporating the integration-by-parts formula (4) implies that
i.e., that I h (u h ) = D h (z h ). Noting that Dφ * (Π h,0 z h ) = ∇ h u h we find that the pair (z h , u h ) solves the saddle-point problem.
is strict, e.g., for T h = {T }, Ω = T , and Γ D = ∂Ω. The implicit treatment of Dirichlet boundary conditions in the dual formulation implies that strong duality still applies.
Γ-convergence of I h .
A general justification of the discrete problems I h as correct discretizations of the functional I is established via a Γ-convergence result. For this, we extend the functionals I and I h to functionals I and I h on L p (Ω) by formally assigning the value +∞ to arguments not belonging to W 1,p D (Ω) and S 1,cr Given u ∈ W 1,p D (Ω) we use regularizations of u and the interpolation operator
as h → 0. Noting that Π h,0 u h → u in L p (Ω) and using the assumed local Lipschitz continuity of φ and the approximability condition on ψ h and ψ we deduce that
This implies that I h (u h ) → I(u) as h → 0.
3.3. Error estimate. We next derive an abstract error estimate for the approximation of I with the nonconforming discretization I h . We assume that the functionals I h provide a uniform strong coercivity property, i.e., with the variational derivative δI h , that
This implies that minimizers for I h are unique. 
Proof. The interpolants I RT z and I cr u are well defined and we abbreviate z h = I RT z, u h = I cr u.
By minimality of u h and the duality relation I h (u h ) ≥ D h (I RT z), we have
The identity Π h,0 ∇u = ∇ h u h in combination with convexity of φ and Jensen's inequality on every element leads to
The duality relation I(u) = D(z) allows us to replace the sum of the first and the last term in the first integral and implies that we have
We next use convexity of φ * and ψ h at Π h,0 z h and Π h,0 u h , respectively, to deduce that
Using the relations Dφ * (z) = ∇u and div z = Dψ(u) in Lemma 2.1 implies that
In combination with the previous estimate we deduce the error bound. Then the error estimate of Theorem 3.4 reduces to
(ii) Assume that for g ∈ L 2 (Ω) and g h = Π h,0 g we have
Then the error estimate of Theorem 3.4 reduces to
Proof. As above we abbreviate u h = I cr u and z h = I RT z. In the first case we have
. Hence, the last three integrals in the error estimate of Theorem 3.4 become
so that E ψ = 0 since f − f h is orthogonal to Π h,0 u h and div z = −f and div z h = −f h . In the second case we have
The corresponding error terms are given by
The relation div z h + g h = Π h,0 (div z + g) in combination with Jensen's inequality and elementary calculations imply that
This proves the simplified error estimate. We abbreviate z h = I RT z and use inequalities from [26] which are explained in Appendix A.3 to verify that the error estimate of Theorem 3.4 becomes
The right-hand side can be bounded using techniques from [28] provided
The results provided there also imply that F (∇ h I cr u)− F (∇u) ≤ ch ∇F (∇u) . The estimate confirms error estimates from [6, 39, 28] .
Nonsmooth problems
We discuss in this section necessary adjustments of the general theory to apply it to nondifferentiable problems, where, e.g., well-posedness and admissibility of modified interpolants has to be ensured. The dual problem thus determines a maximizing z ∈ L 2 (Ω; R d ) for
where the indicator functional I − is finite if div z + f is nonpositive as a functional on W 1,2 D (Ω). We have z = ∇u and a complementarity principle implies that div z +f = 0 whenever u > 0. We remark that general obstacles χ ∈ H 1 D (Ω) can be treated via a substitution u = u + χ which leads to a modified function f provided that ∆χ ∈ L 2 (Ω).
Discretization. The discrete primal problem imposes the obstacle constraint at midpoints of elements, i.e., we consider
where f h = Π h,0 f . Proposition 3.1 shows that the discrete dual problem consists in determining a maximizing vector field z h ∈ RT 0
Adopting the ideas of the general error analysis leads to a quasi-optimal error estimate. We note that imposing the obstacle condition at midpoints of elements instead of midpoints of element sides as in the two-dimensional setting considered in [21] simplifies the error analysis. 
Proof. Throughout this proof we abbreviate u h = I cr u and z h = I RT z. Minimality of u h , strong convexity of I h , and discrete duality imply that
The relation ∇ u h = Π h,0 ∇u in combination with Jensen's inequality and the identity I(u) = D(z) show that
Using Lemma 2.1 with ∇u = z and noting f h = Π h,0 f leads to
We abbreviate µ = f + div z ∈ L 2 (Ω) and insert u h = I cr u to rewrite the first term on the right-hand side as
To deduce the error estimate it remains to bound the second term on the right-hand side. For T ∈ T h let C T = {x ∈ T : u(x) = 0} and note that λ| T \C T = 0. Since ∇u = 0 almost everywhere on C T and since Π h,0
We thus deduce that
which implies the error estimate.
Flux reconstruction. The discrete flux z h can be constructed if a discrete Lagrange multiplier µ h ∈ Π h,0 S 1,cr D (T h ) is given, i.e., µ h ≤ 0 is such that
for all v h ∈ S 1,cr D (T h ). We then have that
for all T ∈ T h and x ∈ T .
4.2.
Total variation minimization. Given a function g ∈ L 2 (Ω) we consider the primal problem that consists in determining a function u ∈ BV (Ω)∩ L 2 (Ω) which is minimial for the functional
The corresponding dual problem determines a maximizing vector field z ∈ W 2 N (div; Ω) with Γ N = ∂Ω for the functional
subject to the pointwise constraint |z| ≤ 1 in Ω. From the characterization
we obtain the strong duality relation
for solutions u and z of the primal and dual problems, where u and z are related via div z = u − g and the subdifferential inclusion z ∈ ∂|∇u|, cf., e.g., [37] .
Discretization. With g h = Π h,0 g the discrete minimization problem is defined as the minimization of
in the set of all u h ∈ S 1,cr (T h ). The discrete dual formulation consists in a maximization of
Related discretizations have been used in [36] . The discretization used here is obtained from Proposition 2.2 which shows that for every u h ∈ Π h,0 S 1,cr
and by using the relation div z h = Π h,0 u h − g h and arguing as in Proposition 3.1 we obtain the discrete duality relation
for optimal elements u h and z h , respectively. The following quasi-optimal error estimate is obtained via constructing appropriate comparison functions. It confirms an estimate from [23] in which a discretization using piecewise constant functions and implicitly incorporating Crouzeix-Raviart elements has been considered. We closely follow the arguments used therein. It is remarkable that the data approximation error g − g h does not occur explicitly which avoids imposing restrictive conditions on g.
Proposition 4.2 (Error estimate). Let u ∈ BV (Ω) ∩ L 2 (Ω) and u h ∈ S 1,cr (T h ) be optimal for I and I h , respectively. Assume that g ∈ L ∞ (Ω) and there exists an optimal z ∈ W 2 N (div; Ω) for D with z ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω; R d ). We then have that
Proof. The strong convexity properties of I h and the discrete duality relation yield that
Letting z h ∈ RT 0 N (T h ) be the function constructed in Lemma 4.4 below we find that
On combining the previous estimates, and noting that I(u) = D(z), we deduce that
We incorporate the estimates
for every v h ∈ S 1,cr D (T h ) to deduce the error bound. Modified interpolants. The following lemma provides the primal comparison function with explicit constants. 
Proof. We choose a sequence (
cf. [1, 13] . We then define u ε h = I cr u ε and note that ∇ h u ε h L 1 (Ω) ≤ ∇u ε L 1 (Ω) We pass to an accumulation point u h ∈ S 1,cr (T h ) as ε → 0 for which we have that ∇ h u h L 1 (Ω) ≤ |Du|(Ω),
For ease of notation we abbreviate u h = Π h,0 u h and g h = Π h,0 g. We have that
These identities imply that we have
This implies the assertion.
A comparison function for the discrete dual problem is constructed in the following lemma. 
with the Lipschitz constant L of z.
Proof. The interpolant I RT z satisfies div I RT z = Π h,0 div z and we have with the constant function z| T = z(x T ) that
Hence, for z h = γ −1 h I RT z = I RT z with z = γ −1 h z we have z h ∈ RT 0 N (T h ) and | z h (x T )| ≤ 1 for all T ∈ T h . Noting that div z h + g h = Π 0,h (div z + g) and g 2 − g h 2 = g − g h 2 we deduce that
Hence, we have that
where we also used that γ −2 h ≤ 1. The estimate 1 − γ −1 h ≤ c RT hL implies the assertion. Remark 4.5. In the absence of the regularity condition z ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω; R d ) one can establish Γ-convergence I h → I in L 1 (Ω). Alternatively, one may choose a regularization z ε of z so that Lemma 4.4 holds with L ε = cε −1 . An approximability condition on g then implies div z − div z ε ≤ ε and leads to the convergence rate O(h 1/4 ), cf. [23] . This rate has also been obtained in [9, 10] for conforming approximations and was improved in [14] in the case of certain anisotropic functionals.
Flux reconstruction. The ideas that lead to the reconstruction of the solution of the dual problem can be transferred to the nonsmooth situation if a regularization of the modulus function is used to approximate the discrete primal functional I h , i.e., if | · | ε : R d → R is a differentiable approximation of euclidean length, then the discrete primal and dual problems correspond to the Lagrange functional
and the relations
If, e.g., |s| = (|s| 2 + ε 2 ) 1/2 then we obtain on every T ∈ T h 
in the space W 1 N (div; Ω). We refer the reader to [30] for existence and strong duality results.
Discretization. We define a discrete approximation of I via
on the set S 1,cr D (T h ) using f h = Π h,0 f . Proposition 3.1 implies that the discrete dual problem consists in maximizing the functional
in the set of all discrete vector fields z h ∈ RT 0 N (T h ). Other discretizations are addressed in [7, 41, 8, 15, 43] . We have the following approximation result.
Proposition 4.6 (Approximation). If a solution z ∈ W 1 N (div; Ω) of the dual problem with z ∈ W 1,1 (Ω; R d ) exists and if u and u h solves the primal and discrete primal problem, respectively, then we have
Proof. Establishing the existence of a discrete solution u h ∈ S 1,cr (T h ) is straightforward by continuity of the discrete problem and boundedness of the admissible set. Abbreviating u h = I cr u and z h = I RT z we note that |∇ h u h | ≤ 1 and hence This leads to
Finally, we verify that
and deduce the asserted estimate.
Remark 4.7. On right-angled triangulations the conforming P 1 finite element method leads to a similar estimate since we have that
where we used that f h = Π h,0 f and I h (u h ) ≤ I h (I p1 u). Hence, without additional regularity assumptions we have that |I(u c h ) − I(u)| ≤ ch; if f ∈ W 1,1 (Ω) and u ∈ W 2,∞ (Ω) then this can be improved to O(h 2 ). A realistic regularity property is u ∈ W 4/3,∞ (Ω), cf. [4] .
Flux reconstruction. To construct the discrete flux z h from the solution u h of the nonconforming method for the primal problem we consider a regularization | · | ε of the euclidean length which defines regularizations | · | * ε of I K 1 (0) . We then find that on every T ∈ T h we have
where z h and u h are the solutions of the regularized problems.
Iterative solution
To solve the discrete problems we devise iterative algorithms for problems with sub-and superquadratic growth properties that result from semiimplicit discretizations of appropriate gradient flows for the primal and dual problem, respectively. A gradient flow for the primal minimization problem determines a family (u(t)) t≥0 ⊂ W 1,p D (Ω) of functions for an initial u 0 ∈ W 1,p D (Ω) via u(0) = u 0 and
(Ω) and all t > 0. To avoid solving nonlinear systems of equations a semi-implicit discretization in time is used. We consider the case that φ only depends on the length of its argument, i.e., φ(s) = ϕ(|s|) with a convex function ϕ ∈ C 1 (R ≥0 ). In this case we have
which naturally leads to a semi-implicit treatment. To discretize the time derivative we use the the backward difference quotient operator
for a sequence (u k ) k=0,1,... and a step-size τ > 0.
Algorithm 5.1 (Subquadratic case, primal iteration). Let u 0 ∈ W 1,p D (Ω) and choose τ, ε stop > 0, set k = 0.
otherwise increase k → k + 1 and continue with (1) .
It is shown below that the iteration is unconditionally energy decreasing and convergent if ϕ has subquadratic growth. If this is not the case then we expect the dual problem to have this property and consider a gradient descent for −D, i.e., we determine a family (z(t)) t≥0 satisfying z(0) = z 0 and the constrained evolution equation
for all y ∈ W p N (div; Ω). In case of a linear functional ψ, the differential Dψ * becomes a subdifferential and the equation a variational inequality or constrained equation. Similarly to the gradient flow for the primal problem we assume that the integrand is isotropic, i.e., φ * (r) = ϕ(|r|) with a convex function ϕ ∈ C 1 (R ≥0 ). In this case we have Dφ * (r) = ϕ (|r|)r |r| and the semi-implicit iteration is similar to that of Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.2 (Superquadratic case, dual iteration). Let z 0 ∈ W p N (div; Ω) and choose τ, ε stop > 0, set k = 0.
(1) Compute z k ∈ W p N (div; Ω) such that
If ψ(x, s) = −f (x)s then the system in Step (1) includes the constraints − div z k = f and div y = 0 instead of the integral involving Dψ * . The algorithms converge for subquadratic growth of φ and φ * , respectively. We adopt arguments from [12] . 
If φ * (t) = ϕ(|t|) then the iteration of Algorithm 5.2 is well-posed, convergent, and monotone with
Proof. (i) The conditions on ϕ imply that the iteration is well posed and that we have
for all a, b ∈ R d , cf. Appendix A.2 for a proof of (5) . Hence, by choosing v = d t u k in Algorithm 5.1 we find that
Using a = ∇u k−1 and b = ∇u k in (5) shows that
By combining the last two equations, using convexity of ψ, and summing over k = 1, 2, . . . , we deduce the asserted estimate.
(ii) If the conditions on φ * are satisfied then the arguments used to show (i) apply to Algorithm 5.2 and we deduce the estimate. Remark 5.5. Note that owing to the semi-implicit discretization the functions d t u k and d t z k are not residuals. If, e.g., u = u k for some k ≥ 0 and the residual r is defined via
, then by convexity of I ε we have
, where we assume that coercivity holds uniformly with respect to ε ≥ 0. In case of the L 2 scalar product (·, ·) * = (·, ·), and if, e.g.,
With the minimizing u ε for I ε we deduce u ε − u ≤ (2/α I ) r .
Two alternative approaches to the iterative solution of the discrete problems are described in the following remarks.
Remarks 5.6. (i) The ADMM iteration (alternating direction of multiplier method) as in [31] decouples the gradient operator from φ by introducing q = ∇u via a Lagrange multiplier λ. With the augmented Lagrange functional
with a suitable Hilbert space norm H and a stabilization parameter τ > 0, the algorithm successively minimizes L τ with respect to u and q, and then performs an ascent step with respect to λ.
(ii) Primal-dual methods as investigated in [22] alternatingly update the variable u and z in the Lagrange functional
via discretizations of ∂ t z = δ z L(u, z) and ∂ t u = −δ u L(u, z) using an extrapolated quantity to decouple the equations. The application to Raviart-Thomas methods is not straightforward due to their nonlocal character.
Numerical experiments
In this section we verify the theoretical findings via numerical experiments and illustrate advantages of nonconforming and mixed methods over standard conforming methods. 6.1. Total variation minimization. We consider the numerical approximation of the functional
To compare approximations to an exact solution we impose Dirichlet boundary conditions on Γ D = ∂Ω. Although it is difficult to establish a general existence theory, the error estimates of Section 4.2 carry over verbatimly with Γ N = ∅ provided a minimizer exists. This is the case in the setting of the following example. If d ≤ αr then the Lipschitz continuous vector field z(x) = −r −1 x for |x| ≤ r, −rx/|x| 2 for |x| ≥ r, solves the dual problem, cf., e.g., [10] . We use d = 2, Ω = (−1, 1) 2 , r = 1/2, and α = 10.
Iterative solution. For the practical solution of the minimization problem we use a regularization defined with the regularized euclidean length |s| ε = (|s| 2 + ε 2 ) 1/2 for ε > 0 and s ∈ R d . The uniform approximation property 0 ≤ |s| ε − |s| ≤ ε for all s ∈ R d implies that with the regularized functional
we have for minimizers u of I and u ε of I ε that
This justifies using the regularized functional with ε = h to compute approximations for minimizers of I. We use Algorithm 5.1 to decrease the energy and stop the iteration when d t u k ≤ ε stop = h/20. We always use the L 2 inner product and the step size τ = 1.
Experimental results. For triangulations T of Ω = (−1, 1) 2 resulting from ≥ 0 uniform refinements of a coarse triangulation of Ω into two triangles we have that the maximal mesh-size of T is proportional to h = 2 − . For a simple implementation we use the function g h ∈ L 0 (T h ) via
instead of the L 2 projection g h = Π h,0 g. Since for g = χ Br(0) we have g − g h L 1 (Ω) ≤ ch|∂B r (0)|, the error estimate remains valid. The top row in Figure 1 shows the numerical solutions obtained for the discretizations using a standard P 1 method and the Crouzeix-Raviart method on the triangulation T 5 . At first glance the P 1 approximation appears superior as, e.g., the Crouzeix-Raviart approximation does not satisfy a discrete maximum principle. The projections of the approximations onto piecewise constant functions are shown in the bottom row of Figure 1 and lead to a different interpretation. The circular discontinuity set is better resolved by the discontinuous method and we observe a more localized approximation of the jump set. Figure 2 supports the latter interpretation via logarithmic plots for the experimental convergence rates of the error quantity
where x T | T = x T for every T ∈ T , versus the number of vertices N ∼ h −2 . We observe that the L 2 error for the Crouzeix-Raviart method converges at the quasi-optimal rate O(h 1/2 ) while the P 1 error is larger and decays at a lower rate. The approximations were computed on the triangulations T for = 3, 4, . . . , 9 with N = (2 + 1) 2 = 81, 289, . . . , 66049, 263169 vertices. Squared L 2 errors in Example 6.1 for P 1 and Crouzeix-Raviart approximations. The predicted rate O(h 1/2 ) is observed for the Crouzeix-Raviart method while the P 1 method leads to larger errors and a reduced rate. 6.2. Effect of modification. The operator Π h,0 that occurs in the discrete dual problem via the term φ * (Π h,0 z h ) is crucial for the discrete duality theory and in fact simplifies the realization of the method as quadrature becomes trivial. This does not affect the discrete flux variable z h but leads to a modified discrete Langrange multiplier u h . To illustrated this effect we consider the standard dual mixed formulation (1) versus numbers of vertices in T with a logarithmic scaling on both axes. The L 2 error for the modified treatment is larger than that for the exact treatment but converges at the same quadratic rate. This rate is higher than the expected linear convergence rate for the difference u h − u . An explanation is provided by the relation u h = u h (x T ) to solutions u h of the Crouzeix-Raviart discretization for which we have u h − u L ∞ (Ω) = O(h 2 log(h)), cf. [32] . 2. An increased L 2 error is observed for the modified treatment but both approximations converge with nearly qudratic rate. 6.3. Infinity Laplacian. We define an infinity Laplace problem via the primal functional
on the set W 1,∞ D (Ω) for a given function f ∈ L 1 (Ω). We approximate solutions by determining nearly maximizing discrete vector fields for the regularized dual functional
with |s| ε = (|s| 2 + ε 2 ) 1/2 . We consider the following specification that leads to a Lipschitz continuous solution. Example 6.3 (Infinity Laplacian). Let d = 2, Ω = (−1, 1) 2 , Γ D = ∂Ω, and f (x, y) = 1. Then the solution of the primal problem is given by u(x, y) = 1 − max{|x|, |y|}.
We use Algorithm 5.2 with the L 2 scalar product and τ = 1 to iteratively determine discrete minimizers for D ε using ε = h. We also compute conforming approximations u c h for the primal problem using a conforming P 1 finite element method and the ADMM iteration described in Remarks 5.6. Figure 5 displays the resulting approximation errors |D(z) − D ε,h (z h )|, |I(u) − I(u c h )|, obtained using the Raviart-Thomas method for the dual problem and a standard conforming P 1 method for the primal problem. We observe that on right-angled triangulations the P 1 method leads to an almost quadratic convergence rate which is slightly better than the experimental convergence rate O(h 5/3 ) observed for the Raviart-Thomas method. Surprisingly, the nearly quadratic convergence behavior is also observed for P 1 finite element approximations on perturbed triangulations. We note however that in this case the admissibility of the nodal interpolant is not true in general, cf. Remark 4.7. Figure 5 . Experimental convergence rate for the approximation of the value D(z) using the Raviart-Thomas discretization D h,ε and of I(u) using a conforming P 1 method in the case of the inifinity Laplace problem of Example 6.3.
A.2. Proof of inequality (5) . We assume that ϕ ∈ C 1 (R ≥0 ) is convex and that r → ϕ (r)/r is positive, nonincreasing, and continuous on R ≥0 and follow [12] . For a, b ∈ R d the identity 2b · (b − a) = |b| 2 − |a| 2 + |b − a| 2 yields that ϕ (|a|) |a| b · (b − a) = 1 2 ϕ (|a|) |a| |b| 2 − |a| 2 + 1 2 ϕ (|a|) |a| |b − a| 2 .
Since r → ϕ (r)/r is nonincreasing, the function ϕ(y) = ϕ(y 1/2 ) is concave on R ≥0 , so that we have The estimate carries over to the discretized functional I h using the Crouzeix-Raviart method. It is shown in [26] via Taylor approximations that with S(a) = Dφ(a) = |a| p−2 a and ϕ |a| (|c|) = (|a| + |c|) p−2 |c| 2 we have (S(a) − S(b)) · (a − b) ≈ |F (a) − F (b)| 2 ≈ ϕ |a| (|a − b|).
The relations hold also for the functionals S and F which are obtained by replacing p by p = p/(p − 1). The article [28] implies the estimate F (∇u) − F (∇ h I cr u) ≤ ch ∇F (∇u) , provided that F (∇u) ∈ W 1,2 (Ω; R d ).
